Seamless Nominations FAQ
1) What is Seamless Nominations?
A seamless nomination is a single nomination that a shipper enters that crosses more than one
pipeline. For example, a shipper can enter a receipt point on EPNG and a delivery point on Mojave
on an EPNG contract. The shipper does not have to worry about a Mojave contract receiving gas at
the interconnect point between the two pipelines; the single nomination is all that is required.
2) What Mojave locations are available?
All locations on Mojave are available for Seamless Nominations.
3) Where can I find the notice?
You can find the notice here:
http://passportebb.elpaso.com/ebbmasterpage/Notices/NoticesAutoTable.aspx?code=EPNG&statu
s=Notice&name=Non-Critical Notices&sParam1=1&sParam3=8711&sParam14=D&details=Y
4) How do Confirmations work with the Mojave operators?
The operators will go into the EPNG system and confirm the EPNG transactions. If there are any
transactions on Mojave contracts on the Mojave pipeline, the operators will have to go into the
Mojave system and confirm those as well.
5) Does EDI still work with the new Seamless process?
Yes, the shipper transactions will function properly using the Mojave points. Operator confirmations
will not be able to use EDI at this time.
6) Can I Flow-Day Divert (FDD) to and from the new Mojave locations?
You will not be able to flow day divert gas from the Mojave delivery locations. The Mojave Pipeline
does not offer Flow Day Diversions on their pipeline and thus this service will not be available to
EPNG shippers when they use the Mojave locations. However, if you use any of the Mojave locations
as the new delivery location of a Flow Day Diversion, you may flow day divert to that Mojave
delivery point.
7) Can I perform contract imbalance transactions to and from the new Mojave locations?
Yes, you can payback to and from any of the Mojave locations.
8) What nomination direction should I choose if I wish to deliver gas to Mojave?
You can use the North, NS-Lin SN-Hav, NS-Hav SN-Lin, or NS-1903 SN-Lin.

9) What nomination direction should I choose if I wish to receive gas on Mojave and deliver to
EPNG?
You can use the North, NS-Lin SN-Hav , NS-Hav SN-Lin , or NS-1903 SN-Lin.
10) Can I go from a Mojave receipt location to a Mojave delivery location on an EPNG
Transportation Service Agreement (TSA)?
Yes, you can go to and from any Mojave location that is available on an EPNG TSA.
11) What is the lockdown time for Seamless Nominations?
The lockdown time if you choose to use a Mojave location on an EPNG contract will require you to
enter in the nomination(s) 15 minutes earlier than the normal lockdown time for EPNG and Mojave.
This is due to some additional processes that we have to take care of internally to handle seamless
nominations. The lockdown times are as followed:
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12) Do the additions of the Mojave locations participate in the late cycles (Cycles 5 and 6)?
No, since Mojave the pipeline does not participate in the late cycles, we cannot offer the Mojave
locations that are available to EPNG shippers.
13) Can I still use my Mojave contract on Mojave?
Yes, you can still conduct your Mojave business as usual per your Mojave contracts.
14) Can I still use my EPNG contract to deliver gas to DMOJAVE and my Mojave contract to pick up
the gas at TOPEPNG?
Yes, if you wish not to use your EPNG contract to go across both EPNG and Mojave, you can still
drop off gas at DMOJAVE and pick up the gas at TOPEPNG on your Mojave contract.

15) Can I still use my Mojave contract to deliver gas to DCADIZ and use my EPNG contract to pick up
the gas at ICADIZ?
Yes, if you wish not to use your EPNG contract to go across both EPNG and Mojave, you can still
drop off gas at DCADIZ and pick up the gas at ICADIZ on your EPNG contract.

